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Silat is the indigenous martial art that originates from Sumatra, then it spread across
Indonesia's archipelago into Malaysia's peninsula, into Singapore, Thailand, Laos and the
islands of the Philippines. Since the first recorded documents of silat in the 16th century this
fighting art was rarely seen outside Southeast Asia. During the 1970s and 1980s, various styles
of Silat began to emerge on Western shores. Due to the secretive nature of the art up held by
the Indonesian and Malay people, unobtrusive silat schools blended into the landscape of
conventional martial art clubs in places like London, Paris, Los Angeles and Amsterdam.

      

However this secrecy, along with an increasing lack of interest from Asia's natives, caused a
rapid decline in the practice and study of the art. In today's modern Southeast Asia, you'll find
more interest in premiere league football and those that are interested in martial arts, seek to
learn Taekwon-do, Muay Thai or MMA.

  

It is sad to say some silat styles have even become extinct, but in the search to evolve a dying
combat art, a new inauguration of silat formed, which became known as 'Silat Olahraga'.

  

The word olahraga in Bahasa Indonesia means sport, so silat sport became a necessity to help
preserve and keep the fighting system alive. More than 800 combat styles of silat exist across
13,000 islands in Indonesia. So the government establishment was formed, Ikatan Pencak Silat
Indonesia (Indonesian Pencak Silat Association), known in short as IPSI.

  

This organization brought together the various streams of martial arts throughout Indonesia. On
May 18th, 1948 in the capital of Jakarta, IPSI was launched making it the oldest national martial
arts organization in the world. The main program in addition to uniting silat styles under one
umbrella name Pencak Silat was also to include Pencak Silat lessons in schools to help raise
awareness and interest within the art.
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Pencak Silat is a compound name consisting of two terms used in different regions. The word &
quot;pencak&quot;
and its dialectic derivatives such as 
&quot;penca&quot;
from West Java and 
&quot;mancak&quot;
from Madura and Bali. The term silat is believed to have come from the word 
&quot;silek&quot;
which is a term used in Sumatra for fighting arts. The word pencak is described as the fluid
movement or performance aspects of the martial art, while silat is the essence of fighting and 
bela diri
(self-defence).

  

It wasn’t until 1973 when representatives from different combat schools and styles finally agreed
to the use 'pencak silat' as the official term for Indonesian martial arts, although the original
terms in the kampung (villages) are still widely used.

  

  

There are many different forms and techniques in silat but most systems concentrate on strikes,
joint manipulation, body mechanics and bladed weaponry. 
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With any formulation of structure comes great change and some silat styles adapted their
systems to meet the rules and regulations of IPSI. Unfortunately by adapting to the directive of
IPSI, certain components of silat that were evolved over decades were lost. Most IPSI Pencak
Silat clubs all look the same within their movement, despite being noted as different styles of
silat. There were many ancient silat styles from mountain and jungle tribes that never joined
IPSI and they have managed to keep their silat in its natural state, passing it down traditionally
by word of mouth from guru to student. These systems of silat have preserved the heritage and
cultural customs alive while keeping the art in its raw combative state. The Minangkabau Silek
Harimau system from West Sumatra has manage to retain its brutal jungle warfare approach to
combat. The Minangkabau tribe has kept the training of their students underground, recruiting
only the worthy, strong and disciplined. The silat style of Cimande named after its village is
located just a few hours away from IPSI head quarters in Jakarta, but the Cimande community
has remained closed to IPSI. The penca group in Cimande has so far declined all invitations to
take part in any events organized by IPSI. The Harimau Bernatai Silat clan is another style that
has not entertained performing or uniting with IPSI.

  

Pencak Silat instructors had already started to teach outside their family and villages by the
mid-1970s and some gurus had taught foreigners or set up a silat school across seas, but silat
still remained an endangered entity.

  

In 1975 the South East Asian Peninsula or SEAP Federation considered the inclusion of
Pencak Silat into the 8th SEAP games, but it wasn't until 1979 when the Pencak Silat would
make its debut at the 14th SEA Games in Jakarta, Indonesia. The SEAP Federation, now
re-branded as SEA (South East Asian) Games, had the introduction of Olahraga Pencak Silat
headed by IPSI. In their first year Pencak Silat was displayed as its independent styles, with
demonstration routines showcasing techniques and jurus. Then in 1980 at the SEA Games held
in Singapore, Olahraga Pencak Silat took part as in competition. The rules of this silat sport had
already been organized in 1973, techniques were added to Pencak Silat systems based on
Karate, Kempo and Jujitsu that were already established events at the SEA Games.
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  In 1982, the Pencak Silat competition introduced two new competitions which are Silat Seni andSilat Olahraga. Silat Seni was a demonstration of the art and its movement while Silat Olahragawas a competitive fight that was based on points scored. Then much later these twocompetitions changed the terms of their categories. Silat Seni broke down into specificcategories, such as a solo display now called Tunggal, doubles are Ganda and triples Regu.Silat Olahraga is now referred to as Tanding, or match, and the point scoring became more refined. The point system for silat competitorsworks much like the Taekwon-Do scoring system, a kick scores two points, while a punch willscore one point and a takedown is worth three points. Silat competitors are allowed to attackany part of the body with exception of the groin and above the neck. For the basic commands,the 'wasit'that is the referee, will issue the command 'Sedia', meaning 'ready'. Then, he will shout 'Mulai', meaning 'begin'. Immediately the gong will be struck much like a bell in boxing to indicate thestart of the match. When the wasit wants to stop the fight, they will shout 'Berhenti', meaning 'stop'. There are three rounds, each are two minutes long with one minute rest periodbetween. There are nine countries that compete in SEA Games Silat Olahraga - Indonesia,Malaysia, Philippines Singapore, Thailand, Laos, Timor-Leste, Brunei and Vietnam. Indonesiahas collected the most medals over the years and remains the dominant force but othercountries such as Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam have become very proficient over the yearsin this competition.  It is sad to see silat stripped down to basic combative fundamentals. The actual styles of silatthat are competing in Silat Olahraga are unrecognizable, they all look the same as they areforming to the mould and blueprint set out by the IPSI association. Most silat systems consist ofelbow and knee strikes which are not allowed in silat sport. Silat Olahraga is no different fromwatching Taekwon-do, Karate or Kenpo that are at the SEA games. Other martial arts that haverecently been added to the games are Chinese Wushu and Filipino Arnis. Again, both styleshave been watered down and are merely performing art pieces. Although IPSI and SilatOlahraga have help to ignite some interest amongst the next generation, the actual coreelement of silat is lost within the sport. Its unique identity has been misplaced and whileevolution in silat is inevitable, the drastic transformation and need to fit into the regiment of sporthas been detrimental to these native arts. Einstein said &quot;We can't solve problems by usingthe same kind of thinking we used when we created them.&quot;Meaning we can't solve problems at the same level of thinking with which we've created them,we must think outside the box and not copy or repeat existing sources. The ideology behindIPSI Silat Olahraga is actually a good concept, but how they have constructed and applied thisdesign is totally wrong. Instead of preserving the rich culture within the different tribes of silatstudies they have manufactured a fighting art with techniques and ideas from completelydifferent cultures making it no longer the silat from its geographical region. For those thatpractice in a true authentic style of silat, there is little respect shown towards Silat Olahragabecause in truth, it is not silat.    Exclusive article published for Black Triangle Silat website, 2015
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